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BOLLYWOOD ROYALTY MARRY: Bollywoodstars, Alia Bhatt and
Ranbir Kapoor married each other in a low-key ceremony in Mumbai on Thursday. Bhatt, 29 and, Kapoor, 39, have been dating for five years but have maintained a low-profile relationship, apart from occasional pictures on social media
and rare appearances together. The ceremony was held at Kapoor’s house in the
upmarket Mumbai suburb of Bandra. Guests were given strict instructions not
to share pictures or videos from the ceremony.
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100% Guaranteed & Confidentiality Pay After Results. (Keele & Wilson)
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A KITE FOR YOU: In keeping with the long-standing practice of kite
flying as an Easter tradition in Guyana, the country’s Agriculture Minister, Zulfikar Mustapha, is pictured distributing kites to people at the popular Number
63 Beach area on the weekend. The tradition had been on hold for the last two
years because of Covid-19 pandemic restrictions, and citizens wasted no time
in getting back to their Easter routine. Although greyish clouds traversed the
skies and a sprinkle of rain threatened to dampen the highly-anticipated day;
thousands of Guyanese chose to pay no heed to the possibility of the weather
turning, instead choosing to populate their community grounds and numerous
hotspots along the coastland. The government handed out thousands of kites to
children throughout the country, to ensure they all had a chance to get into the
fun activity.
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* Providing compassionate client centred service with The Royal
Bank for 18 years
* Various roles ranging from front line client services to team
leadership, inclusive of management
* Assisting clients in achieving their financial goals
* Greater than 10 years of experience in guiding clients to
successful home ownership

Call Sriharan at 416-836-2230
or via email Sriharan.parameswaran@rbc.com
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Guyana’s ﬁrst quarter oil earnings
almost double that of 2021
Since Guyana started earning oil
and gas revenues, the Natural Resource
Fund (NRF) being banked at the Federal
Reserve Bank of New York has seen its
first-quarter interest earnings more than
double over the past year.
A perusal of the Bank of Guyana’s
quarterly report shows that in 2021, the
fund earned $13.7 million (US$65,823)
in interest during the first quarter. This
has since risen to $31.5 million
(US$151,412) in the 2022 first quarter
covered by the report. According to the
Bank of Guyana, this has to do with a
decision by the Federal Reserve to increase its interest rates.
“In March 2022, the Federal Reserve increased its target range for federal funds rate from 0 per cent-0.25 per
cent to 0.25 per cent-0.5 per cent. As a
result, the interest rate on overnight deposits was increased and the fund was
able to earn a higher level of interest income on its overnight deposits,” the report stated.
Back in March, the decision of the
Federal Reserve to increase its interest
rate ranges for the first time since 2018
was seen as a measure to address increasing inflation. A decision was also
taken to implement more increases this
year and also in 2023.
Since Exxon subsidiary Esso Exploration and Production Guyana Limited (EEPGL) found crude in
commercial quantities offshore Guyana
in 2015, there has been 28 oil finds to
date in the Stabroek Block and an estimated recoverable resource of over 10
billion oil-equivalent barrels.
Guyana, with US oil giant ExxonMobil as the operator, began producing
oil on December 20, 2019, in the
Stabroek Block. The first-ever payment
of US$54.9 million for an oil lift was received in February 2020.
So far, the NRF has already received inflows for at least 10 oil lifts
since ExxonMobil started production in
the Liza 1 Development. The fund had
a $150 billion closing balance at the end
of March 2022.
It was explained in the Bank of
Guyana report that the NRF had a starting balance of $90.9 billion at the start
of the 2021 fourth quarter and a balance
of $150 billion at the end of the 2022

The Federal Reserve Bank of New York

first quarter.
The Bank also revealed that
Guyana was expected to earn millions
from 12 crude lifts planned for this year.
These lifts, each of which amounts to
one million barrels of crude, will come
from both the Liza 1 and 2 developments.
ExxonMobil is currently undertaking four production projects – Liza 1,
Liza 2, Payara and Yellowtail in the oilrich block. Production capacity is currently at 120,000 barrels per day (bpd)
with the Liza Destiny Floating Production, Storage and Offloading (FPSO)
vessel in operation.
Meanwhile, production only recently started in the Liza 2 development,
which is said to produce even lighter
crude than Liza 1. It is also estimated
that when the Yellowtail development

project comes on stream, production
will climb to 810,000 bpd by 2027. The
US oil major anticipates at least six
FPSOs producing one million bpd by
2030.
The oil-rich Stabroek Block is 6.6
million acres (26,800 square kilometres). Exxon, through its local affiliate

EEPGL, is the operator and holds 45 per
cent interest in the Block. Hess Guyana
Exploration Ltd holds 30 per cent interest, and CNOOC Petroleum Guyana
Limited, a wholly-owned subsidiary of
CNOOC Limited, holds the remaining
25 per cent interest.
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EDITORIAL & OPINIONS

Learning
to liveAG
with
Covid
Stop
the games,
Williams
Life, it would appear, is returning to
The decision by Guyana Attorney Gennormal -- or at least, a new normal.
eral Basil Williams to file two appeals of
With mask mandates being rethe decision by Chief Justice Roxanne
moved on airplanes in the US to the reGeorge-Wiltshire’s findings that last Deturn to classes for students in the
cember’s No-confidence vote against the
Caribbean, it would seem that the Covidgovernment was constitutional, is grasping
19 pandemic is behind us.
at straws.
But don’t be fooled. It’s nowhere
“The Honourable Chief Justice Roxnear at the back of us.
anne George-Wiltshire erred and misdiIndeed, now is the time for us to berected herself in law when she ruled that
come even more vigilant to keep the
the motion of no-confidence upon a divivirus
in check to stop it from evolving
sion vote of 33:32 members of the National
yet again into a deadly strain that would
Assembly
was validly
passed
as yet
the requisee
restrictions
imposed
on us
again.
site majority
of
all
the
elected
members
of
It was just two years ago that we
the National
pursuant
to article
were
at the Assembly,
start of the
pandemic,
and
106
(6)
of
the
constitution,”
the
Attorney
facing long lines, numerous restrictions
General
contends
his appeal. about our
and
a whole
lot ofinuncertainty
In as
herhuman
decision,
CJ George-Wiltshire
future
beings.
explained
that
in
getting
a majority,
one
For many of us, it became
personal
side must
acquire
one more
thefriends
other
when
we lost
relatives
andthan
dear
absolute majority,
she said, astheotoside.
theAn
virus,even
when conspiracy
specified
by
the
constitution,
rists among us were tryingistoa majority
tell us it
was all a hoax.
For those of us who watched a love
one struggle to breathe before dying
alone, it was no hoax. It was all too real.

That we were all scared is an underof all Members of Parliament present restatement. We had faith in science that
gardless if they are present or not. The
an answer to this virus would be quickly
chief justice concluded that an absolute mafound, and it was.
jority is 33.
Many of us suffered through long
As such, she ruled, the motion was conlines in inclement weather to get the prostitutionally allowed, and therefore legal.
tective shots in our arms, as we tried to
This means that the Granger government
build herd immunity which we were told
must abide by the constitution, which says
was the best ammunition against Covid.
they must step down and call elections
Fast forward two years later, and it
within 90 days of the date of the no confiwould seem that’s where we’re at. But
dence vote, which was December 21, 2018.
this
doesn’t mean Covid is gone.
It is reasonable to expect that the
Figuring out where you're most at
Granger
administration,
whichisismore
swornchalto
risk
of catching
COVID-19
uphold the
constitution,
abide by it,
lenging
than
ever in thewill
Omicron-fuelled
now that
its bid
to tried-and-tested
overturn the vote has
sixth
wave,
and
stratebeen
found
lacking.
gies for avoiding infection are proving
it fails toin
doeveryday
so, it becomes
lessIfeffective
life. an illegal
administration.
The rapidly spreading BA.2 subThe
move
by Williams,
therefore,
variant has
been
evading all
of our layers
seems
to
us
just
another
attempt
of protection — from vaccinestotoforestall
masks
the and
inevitable
in a desperate
bidCOVID-19
to hold on
—
fuelling
a surge of
to power.
levels
across Canada during a time of
few restrictions.
But while attempting to avoid
COVID-19 risk entirely isn't realistic,
abandoning strategies that have worked

to lessen
the impact of the virus isn't eiLegal minds everywhere have said that
ther — making this phase of the panthe government has no ground to stand on
demic incredibly difficult to navigate.
via this latest appeal. All it is doing is dragIn other words, we have to learn to
ging the country through political uncerto live with it. And as children go back
tainty at a time when clear leadership is
to school and life returns to normal both
needed to move the nation forward in terms
in the Caribbean and elsewhere, we need
of dealing with its own fledgling oil econto make sure that living with Covid is
omy, as well as the international crisis in
not inviting it to be a part of our lives.
Venezuela, right next door.
Simple measures, like washing our
Security issues at home are also parahands regularly, and wearing masks in
mount, with crime seeming to be on an
public, are ways to keep us and our chilever-increasing
trajectory that includes the
dren safe.
shooting
last
week
of one no
of Guyana’s
Yes, masks might
longer bemost
neccelebrated
expatriates,
Dr
Brian
O’Toole,
essary in airplanes, at least in the USA
and
happening
for murders
now, butthat
ourareadvice
is toalmost
keep it on
every
day.
when flying.
AG
Williams
and
It’s
better to
bePresident
safe thatGranger
sorry, after
might
all. also be accused of trying to buy time
to useAccording
the offices they
holdCity
to tryoftoToronto,
disto the
credit
anylearn
opposition
face at thewe
“As we
to livethey
withmay
COVID-19,
polls,
including
using the state-controlled
can layer
our protection
with some simmedia
as
well
as
law
enforcement
tactics to
ple steps:
Stay up to date with your
COVID-19 vaccination, including
any booster dose(s) when eligible for
the best protection against COVID-19.

Reduce
or limit the number of
bring them
into disrepute.
people
have these
closeare
contact
with, esThey you
may think
strategic
pecially
moves,
butindoors.
the drama is being seen by the
Keep
a physical
distance
international community
for what
it is: awhen
possible,attempt
especially
indoors.
desperate
to hold
onto power. The
Wear
a
high
quality, well-fitting
global community has communicated
as
mask,
especially
indoors,
and
based
on
much to the Guyana government.
theTosetting
and
situation.
Masks
add to the
woes,
the Guyana
Elec- are
strongly
recommended
in
indoor
public
tions Commission, headed by a geriatric
settings.
chairman who has been in ill health, is now
Wash or sanitize your hands
saying that the agency will not be prepared
often.
to hold elections until July – four months
Stay home if you are sick or have
after it is constitutionally due.
symptoms, even if they are mild.
Since the chairman of the agency was
Choose well ventilated spaces
handpicked by the Granger administration,
when possible – outdoors is lower risk
we have to openly wonder whether this,
than indoors.”
too, is another delaying tactic by the govWe admire those countries that
ernment.
were able to handle the pandemic and
It’s time to stop the games and call the
emerge smiling, especially those nations
elections now.
with fragile economies which, during the
Guyana’s democracy, hard fought for, is
pandemic,
faced truly uncertain futures.
at stake.
We hope it is all a nightmare that’s
behind us now. But we also urge everyone to remain vigilant.
Err on the side of caution. That’s
the best advice we can give.

Open Letter: Violent act won’t stop me

great amount of time and effort has now been whether here or in other countries, are a gramme. In addition, they use art, music,
Dear Friends,
My wife and I came to Guyana 41 years devoted to my own care in one of the very symptom of the breakdown in society and as sport, and drama to facilitate these discusago to try and be of service to the Bahá’í good hospitals in Georgetown. But, of such we need radical steps to address social sions.
Surely now part of our conversation has
community. As we have no clergy in the course, the other major priority has been the issues. Whilst we don’t pretend what we are
Bahá’í Faith we found employment in vari- safety of the school community. Our team at sharing now is the solution across George- got to be how do we address the social issues
Dear Editor
perpower had it not been for infrastructure. Canada,
costs to list a few. Coupled with a stadium in the east,
ous fields of education. 21 years ago we Nations has been working tirelessly to ad- town or Guyana we wanted to share the sup- and definitely at the same time take the necHAVING
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the
recent
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of
the
Europe
and
even
our
island
neighbours
are
also
prime
it will drive the kind of sports development that
started School of the Nations which began dress thatand regain the peace and compo- port and training we are giving to our essary steps to deal with threats and vioInternational
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that follow
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sureIwe
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short
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and
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through
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on
the
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will
noof sixteen of our 6th Formers to our sister stimulating and uplifting and are addressing
munity of more than 3,500. We have partner- two decades.
22nd
century
thinking
to
address
our
country’s
future
The
airport
will
provide
a
critical
mode
not
only
tice
a
complete
absence
of
premier
sports
facilities
in
This violent action from a member of the school in Canada, Nancy Campbell Acad- some of the challenges the youth face all
ships with the Universities of Cambridge,
needs.
but also
domesticOntario
travel for 8 days
the area.
Thisover
project
nowand
put indeed
Guyanaallinover
a better
this will
country
the
newinternational
in Guyana andtravel,
unpreceemy for
in Stratford,
to learn
London, Bedfordshire and with ABE in the public is totally for
Currently,
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the
greatest
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servicing
the
soon-to-be-developed
deep-water
position
to
host
wider
international
tournaments
that
UK that allow us to offer internationally ac- dented. But it would appear that it has been about the power of the arts but more impor- world. We have been very fortunate in this
ulation
Guyanese expats.
In consideration
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port.
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trade,
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spreadprocess
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at
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higher
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grammes. The School of Nations has been a ments by a handful students in Guyana has youth can do to address them. This has been Canada and other countries to help develop
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getour
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only
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lot more from
Guyanese
home.
Where
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US and
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in the past
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long
infrastructure.
and indeed
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American
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in important
Canada.
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transit and
times
from CJIA
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few countries
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process.
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other part
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and
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in
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and
correct
will
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with
a
step
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onto
their
what
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done
for
those
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I
Several months ago , we started a weekly ety.
But then a new chapter opened last Sun- ments. It was a dramatic example to us of the
DHB
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takesshot
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thus bringing
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commend
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in
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But
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suchEditor,
wantedone
to share
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update.
need not look hard for the kind of en- have easy access to international transport, thus decome growing pains.
Since
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my to try to reflect on
the source
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world. There are now
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and one
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in in
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Formers
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effect
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Berbice airport reﬂects visionary thinking
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Building demand prompts private
US$3M quarry project
A GROWING demand for construction materials has prompted
Guyanese company,Hadi’s World Inc.,
to venture into the quarry industry with
a project estimated at US$3 million.
According to a project summary,
the site for this operation, which
stretches for about 200 acres, is bounded
east and south by the Mazaruni River,
and west and north by the Puruni-Itaballi
Road.
The Institute of Quarrying defines
quarrying as an activity which involves
the process of removing rock, sand,
gravel, or other minerals from the
ground, to use them to produce materials
for construction or other purposes.
Hadi’s World Inc., through its proposed quarrying operations, will produce more than 1.2 million tonnes of
aggregate and boulders over a period of
five years.
This, according to the company,
will be achieved through conventional
open-pit mining techniques using bulldozers to clear the mining area and remove the topsoil, which will be loaded
with front-end loaders and transported
by haul trucks to topsoil storage areas.
The overburden will be stripped by
excavators, loaded into haul trucks and
transported to the waste dumps.
The exposed rocks will be drilled,

Owner of Hadi’s World Inc., Azruddin Mohammed, with Natural Resources Minister, Vickram Bharrat

blasted and transported by haul trucks to
the crushing plant stockpile. After crushing, the material will be stockpiled for
later transportation to the market via
tugs and barges.
“The general objective in planning
for the provision of these materials is to
ensure that the supply is managed in a
sustainable way, so the best balance is
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obtained between environmental, economic and social considerations.
“As observed in other industries,
successful market leaders are those who
provide an efficient and effective service
and are mindful of all aspects of their
public image. The modern community
demands that these premises be managed carefully with consideration of the
needs of the environment, neighbours
and employees,” Hadi’s World Inc. said.
In the company’s view, the quarry
industry’s role is to provide a reliable
supply of construction materials for
road-making, building-construction, and
the maintenance of road networks on
which other industries depend.
Speaking about the potential for advancement in the local quarrying industry, President, Dr Irfaan Ali, had said:
“Guyana has a huge quarry potential that
has been greatly underdeveloped. Our
accelerated housing programme, massive highways, and community roads to
be developed will increase our demand
three-fold over the next five years.”
Not only will such operations address possible market shortages, they
will also create direct and indirect employment opportunities for hundreds or
even thousands of Guyanese.
For instance, as outlined by Hadi’s
World Inc., approximately 100 persons
will be employed full time and they will
be drawn largely from a pool of skilled
locals.
In addition to supporting the operations to which they are attached, persons employed in the quarry industry
will be contributing to the overall development of Guyana’s infrastructural land-

scape.
Addressing the plans for infrastructural advancement this year, Public
Works Minister Juan Edghill had said
that the intention is to have innovative
and modern public infrastructure.
The government has allocated the
largest portion of its milestone $552.9
billion Budget 2022 to the Ministry of
Public Works. A total of $96.1 billion
has been allocated to the ministry, which
is responsible for the country’s infrastructure.
Further, the government has allocated some $76.7 billion for roads and
bridges to the Ministry of Public Works
in the 2022 budget.
Another component of public infrastructure is the construction of houses
and the accompanying facilities to make
the environment conducive to living. To
this end, the government has allocated
$12.4 billion for further development
within the housing sector.
“With the construction boom underway, particularly pertaining to the
rapid expansion in housing and road
projects, the development and expansion
of the other mining and quarrying subsector is crucial,” Senior Minister in the
Office of the President with responsibility for Finance, Dr. Ashni Singh, had
said.
This expansion, he related, has the
potential of lowering construction costs,
since the abundance of local, readily
available resources could ease the impact of imported inflationary pressure on
the cost of key construction materials.
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Edmonton teen dies after
beating outside high school
The family of an Edmonton teen
who was assaulted outside his high
school is grieving and remembering
him as a fun, outgoing, and loving family member.
After spending a week in hospital,
Karanveer Sahota, 16, died from his injuries Friday.
He was known affectionately as
Karan, the second youngest in the family, who liked to produce music and
play basketball.
"Our family has been destroyed,"
cousin Monica Binns told CTV News
Edmonton.
Binns said Sahota was at the bus
stop outside of McNally High School
on April 8 when he was attacked by
several youths.
"(They) beat him with something
and also stabbed his main organs," said
Shivleen Sidhu, another cousin. "It repeats over and over how scared he
must've been. How much pain he
must've been (in) and how much he
must've probably wanted to be just at
home with his mom."
On Sunday, the Edmonton Police
Service said a "number" of youth suspects had been identified and that further information about the investigation
was "forthcoming."
An autopsy is scheduled for April

Karanveer Sahota, 16, enjoyed playing basketball

20, which will determine the cause of
death and take place just days before the
boy's scheduled funeral.

"The last faces he saw were of the
men, of the boys, that did this to him
and that's not fair," Binns said. "I think

any 16-year-old who's going to die this
way should die with people around him
that love him, not in the middle of a
field."
Sidhu said family members were
in shock after hearing what happened to
Sahota.
"For three, four days, we didn't really understand," Sidhu said. "We were
planning on how to deal with the aftermath of everything and how to support
our little cousin."
"We thought he was going to walk
out of there," Binns added.
Binns said her cousin was someone who looked after his family and
tried to help around the house.
"He would cook for his mom and
his sister. He'd cook for his friends
when they came over," Binns said. "All
he cared about was looking after his sister and his mom.
"He was such a good kid," she
added. "He never gave her (his mom)
any reason to worry."
Sahota's cousins say much of their
healing will lie in the hands of the justice system, as well as the search for answers.
"A question I'm going to ask them,
the ones that did it: 'You tell me why
you did this,'" Binns said.

Poll: One in four Canadians infected with Covid
Almost one in four Canadian respondents to a new online survey said
they had been infected with COVID19, while about three in four had not.
As the country grapples with its
sixth wave of the COVID-19 pandemic
and less data is shared with the public,
the poll by Leger and the Association
for Canadian Studies offers a picture of
how many people have been infected.
Christian Bourque, Leger executive vice-president, said it was notable
that the rate of reported infection sat
higher than what the official data has
suggested.
The online survey of 1,538 Canadians, conducted April 8 to 10, cannot
be assigned a margin of error because
internet-based polls are not considered
random samples.
Thirty per cent of respondents
aged 18 to 34 said they had been infected with COVID-19, while 12 per
cent of those 55 years and older had
contracted the disease.
“What was really striking was the
difference when it comes to age,”
Bourque said.
“It seems to match the patterns
that we're seeing, that the more social
you are - going out to restaurants, bars,
and concerts - makes you a little bit

Crowded events contribute to the spread of Covid-19

more vulnerable to getting the disease.”
Vaccination status also played a
role, with 38 per cent of unvaccinated
respondents saying they had been infected compared to 20 per cent of their
vaccinated counterparts.
Almost three in five respondents
who had COVID-19 say they had mild
symptoms, while 14 per cent said they
had severe symptoms that didn't prevent them from doing daily activities.

One in five of those infected with
the virus said they had severe symptoms that kept them in bed.
Asked if they were afraid of contracting COVID-19, respondents were
evenly split.
Forty-four per cent said they
feared getting the virus while 45 per
cent said they weren't fearful.
Despite that, more than half of respondents said they think the worst of

the pandemic is behind them, representing about a 30-point increase since
Canadians were asked in January.
“In a way people are telling us
we're over the hump, things are improving,” Bourque said, adding that
“COVID is not over.”
Another poll conducted in March
looked at the experiences of North
Americans with long COVID-19 symptoms, one-quarter of whom were Canadian.
Of those who said they experienced long-term effects from COVID19, more than half said they suffered
from fatigue, and almost half from
muscle and joint pain.
Jack Jedwab, president of the Association for Canadian Studies, said
these findings brush up against the perception of the latest COVID-19 strain
being similar to the flu or common
cold.
“That's not what the poll is suggesting in terms of longer-term symptoms,” said Jedwab.
Being an internet-based poll, the
online survey of 1,981 North Americans cannot be assigned a margin of
error. Respondents aged 30 to 34 years
old were most likely to report longterm symptoms of COVID-19.
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Guyanese re-elected president of
Indo-Caribbean Federation
RALPH Tamesh has been reelected as President of the IndoCaribbean Federation (ICF) of America
when the organisation held its bi-annual
executive election at Villa Russo Catering Hall in Richmond Hill, Queens, New
York, last Sunday.
The election is for a two-year term.
Several of the incumbent officers were
re-elected, giving continuity and experience to the body.
The federation was founded in
1984 by Bhanu Dwarika, Vishnu
Bandhu, Baytoram Ramharack, Rudra
Nath, Ramesh Kalicharran, Gora Singh,
Isherdat Ramdehal, Ravi Dev, Mahadai
Das and Vishnu Bisram, among others.
The ICF has been organising the

The elected members of the Indo-Caribbean Federation (ICF) of America

annual Indian Arrival Day celebrations
since that time. The outdoor celebrations
were suspended over the last two years
because of COVID restrictions but one
will be held this year in early June.
Sunday’s election was supervised
by Dr. Dhanpaul Narine with Bisram as
an observer.
Before the election, Tamesh gave a
summary of activities, from sports to
charities to entertainment and the financial state of the organisation.
Tamesh, formerly of Wakenaam Essequibo Island, was re-elected as President for an unprecedented sixth term. He
has been with the federation for over 33
years serving in various capacities. Former Treasurer, Dr Vijai Lillah is now the
new Vice-President.
Dr Lillah has been with the ICF for
over 10 years. The new treasurer is New
York City Police Detective, Khyume
Khan. Vanessa Matura was re-elected as
secretary. The assistant secretary is now
Latchman Dass, who recently joined the
organisation.
Frank Singh, former President of
Marine Funding, a member of the federation since 1987; Lisa Edoo, Chief Education Officer (CEO) of Memvar Realty,
who previously served as Vice-President
for 10 years and Stanley Raj, CEO of
Main Street Insurance, who has been
with the federation for over 30 years, remain on the board of the organisation.
The committee members elected
are Anoop Dhanpat, Son Son Sonipersaud, Lilly Lilliah, Radika Olarte, Jasodra Thakoordeen, Shanta Sookram,
Shabier Yamin, Yvonne Singh, Sabrina
Dyal, Imran Ahmad and Sunita
Sookram.
In his re-election speech, Tamesh
thanked the members for demonstrating
strong confidence in his leadership.
“I wish to thank everyone for the
tremendous support given me. I also
wish to salute you for your commitment,
dedication, and the tireless service to the
federation,” he said.
The elected officers pledged to
work harder to organise programmes for
the community.
Among other activities, the ICF
plans and organises the Annual Indian
Arrival Day celebration going back to
1984, the annual cricket match between
Guyana and the Rest of the Caribbean
featuring current former national players
from the various Caribbean countries,
Thanksgiving party for the seniors in
Richmond Hill, bus trips, a community
publication, fundraising to rehabilitate
health centres and schools in Guyana, receptions to honour prominent community stalwarts, holiday breakfast and
luncheon.
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Canadian investors told of ‘many
opportunities’ existing in Guyana
THE fostering of closer ties between Guyana and Canada will see
many investors from Canada being
made aware of many other opportunities
for business outside of the oil and gas
sector here.
This is according to Vice-President,
Dr Bharrat Jagdeo, who was at the time
speaking at a welcome reception for
Canada’s Minister of International
Trade, Export Promotion, Small Business and Economic Development, Mary
Ng on Tuesday evening.
Dr Jagdeo related that prior to the
discovery of oil and gas in Guyana, very
little international interest was paid to
the country and today, all the attention
is being paid only to this sector.
“Your presence here today and
with the investors from Canada being
here or being aware of Guyana through
your presence we may be able to expose
the many wonderful opportunities for
business and growth here outside of the
oil and gas sector,” he said.
Canada’s Minister of International
Trade, Export Promotion, Small Business and Economic Development, Mary
Ng during the reception on Tuesday
evening (Adrian Narine photo)
The Vice-President added that the
government is determined to avoid the
mistakes that many other countries have
made by relying heavily on their oil and
gas sector, pointing out that Guyana is
focusing on diversifying its economy to
ensure the prosperity remains long after
oil and gas is no more.
However, he noted that the government will make full use of the opportunities in the oil and gas sector.
“We have not been shy about saying that we want to get as much oil and
gas out of the ground and sold and the
money converted into a fund and other
opportunities as quickly as possible,” Dr
Jagdeo said. This, he acknowledged
might sound crude or callous in the era
of climate change but stressed that there
is a limited window to get this done, and
as a result, the authorities intend to
achieve this goal in an environmentally
sound, fair and equitable manner.
“We are doing so very conscious
that we have a green pathway in Guyana
that we have laid out for ourselves, a
pathway that is just not based on envi-

Brian Tiwarie, OMC, AA - CEO

Vice-President, Dr Bharrat Jagdeo and Canada’s Minister of International Trade, Export Promotion, Small Business
and Economic Development, Mary Ng

ronment but the economy and seeing the
two as closely linked,” said the VicePresident. Guyana, on Tuesday, signed
a Memorandum of Understanding
(MoU) with the Canadian Commercial
Corporation (CCC), with the aim of enhancing the commercial relationship between the two nations.
Founded in 1946, CCC acts as
prime contractor for foreign government
purchases from Canada. The agency has
international experts helping Canadian
exporters succeed in government procurement markets.
As prime contractor, every contract
signed by the CCC has the legal effect
of being signed in the name of the Gov-

ernment of Canada, providing foreign
government buyers with the assurance
that the contract will be delivered per the
agreed terms and conditions guaranteed.
“It offers unique assurance. CCC is
a gem in Canada because, essentially,
the government guarantees the contract.
This means that Canada stands behind
the companies, which go through rigorous due diligence processes,” Ng said.
Ng noted that the agreement’s aim
is to ensure that trade relationships between Guyana and Canada are mutually
beneficial to everyone in the respective
societies.
Guyana and Canada last month celebrated 58 years of diplomatic relations

and according to Senior Minister in the
Office of the President with Responsibility for Finance, Dr Ashni Singh, the
relations between the two countries are
rooted in shared values and mutual respect. “Canadian investors, business and
commercial institutions have been present in the Guyanese economy for
decades and have contributed significantly to the economic evolution of
Guyana. Given where Guyana is today
and the sharp economic transformation
we are embarking on, we see this as a
special opportunity for those relationships to evolve with the same speed with
which the Guyanese economy is changing,” Dr. Singh said.

1 & 2 MUDLOT WATER STREET, KINGSTON, GEORGETOWN, GUYANA. TEL: 592- 226-5513-4 | 226-5314-5 |
226-4113 FAX: 592- 226-5517 | 223-7421
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‘Made in Guyana’ label to enhance
identity of local businesses
LOCAL manufacturers and producers could now apply to the Guyana
National Bureau of Standards (GNBS)
to use the Made in Guyana certification
mark.
The coveted mark, which was unveiled by First Lady Mrs. Arya Ali at the
National Quality Awards Ceremony in
October 2021, is a signature of quality
for authentic Guyanese products, and is
now available for use by local businesses.
For years, businesses have been
calling for the establishment of a local
programme which provides a mark that
differentiates their products based on
key quality and other requirements.
Supported by its legislation, the
GNBS has heeded the call at a time in
the economy when businesses are working to demonstrate quality, and remain
competitive.
The Standards Act No. 11 of 1984
authorises the GNBS to use its Made in
Guyana mark on products with set criteria, once they comply with the terms
and conditions of the programme.
The Made in Guyana mark is a reg-

The new Made in Guyana label for locally produced products

istered mark that aims to provide recognition to locally manufactured products
on the local and international markets.
Through its use, the GNBS is looking to enhance national competitiveness
for authentic Guyanese products certified under the programme, while also
creating and promoting brand recognition and market advantage for participating businesses.
The certification programme also
provides a framework for the development of quality systems to enhance
Guyana’s local content, pushing

Guyanese businesses to the forefront of
quality on a national, regional, and international level, at an affordable cost.
The Made in Guyana programme,
which is voluntary, is open to applications from all manufacturers and producers of local products, regardless of
size or product type.
Under the programme, only products meeting the established criteria, as
outlined by the national standards body,
would be certified to use the Made in
Guyana mark.
In terms of criteria, products will

be certified based on the quantity of
local raw materials used in their production, and the number of Guyanese staff
employed by establishments (at least 70
per cent). It must be noted that while
companies are allowed to import 80 per
cent of their raw materials, the products
must be assembled or processed in
Guyana.
To ensure that the requirements of
the Made in Guyana mark programme
are favourable to local businesses, the
draft requirements were exposed to a
period of public consultations to allow
for stakeholders’ input and consensus.
Those inputs were then considered, and
requirements were finalised.
The new certification programme
became active at the beginning of January 2022, and local companies could
now apply to the GNBS to use the Made
in Guyana mark.
The period of certification is one
year, and surveillances and a renewal of
assessment will be conducted during the
certification period to ensure continued
conformance to the established criteria.
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Rupununi could be one of the world’s
most popular tourist destinations: Ali
GUYANA’S Rupununi is one of
the country’s most sought-after tourism
destinations and if Guyana can successfully twin this tourism product with
that of Northern Brazil, the Rupununi
can be among the world’s most powerful tourism destinations.
This is according to President Dr.
Irfaan Ali, who provided brief remarks
at the opening of Guyana’s first regional tourism information centre.
The centre was established in
Lethem by Visit Rupununi, a tourism
body that represents over 70 enterprises
across the tourism value chain in the
Rupununi. It is located just across from
the town’s airstrip, strategically positioned to capture travellers.
President Ali, who commissioned
the centre on Saturday, emphasised the
value of Rupununi in Guyana’s overall
ecotourism brand – which has been
rated as the top ecotourism destination
in the world.
“Each one of us must become an
ambassador for tourism and there is no
better place than here in our Rupununi.
“We must never ever underestimate the value we bring to the world,”
the President emphasised.
The President explained that efforts are being made to harness
Guyana’s environmental and ecological
services to push the country’s sustainable development. This will be pursued
through the revised Low Carbon Development Strategy (LCDS).
Because of the Rupununi’s strategic geographic location at the northern
Brazilian border, President Ali said that
efforts must be made to build a common tourism product with Brazil.
“Once we are able to incorporate
(Brazil), we will have one of the most
powerful tourism products in the
world,” President Ali said.
Melanie McTurk, the President of
Visit Rupununi, said that tourism players in the region are acutely aware of
the value of the space they live and
work in.

Action at the Rupununi Rodeo, which has the potential of becoming a world-class event

“The Rupununi sits as the gateway
to Brazil [and] with development of
Linden to Lethem Road, Visit Rupununi is poised to help make people of
the Rupununi part and parcel of the region’s development,” McTurk said at
the centre’s opening.
And this tourism centre, she explained, will serve as the central hub
for tourism opportunities in the region,
business development support for all
the regional tourism players and marketing opportunities. All of these features, she posited, will be able to push
the ‘Visit Rupununi’ brand.
McTurk also noted that it was
President Dr. Irfaan Ali who, last year,
challenged the tourism body to establish this centre.

President Dr Irfaan Ali and First Lady Mrs Arya Ali at the opening of the
first regional tourism information centre

The Rupununi is located in the
southwest region of Guyana; it is best
known for sprawling savannahs, picturesque mountains and abundant biodiversity.
Meanwhile, after a two-year hiatus
prompted by the COVID-19 pandemic,
the Rupununi Rodeo returned on Saturday, bringing together scores of people
but not without calls for a greater level
of investment to expand this unique
tourism product.
The Rupununi rodeo features vaqueros (or cowboys and cowgirls, as
they are more commonly known) from
across Region Nine. For two days, usually at the Easter weekend, hundreds of
people gather to witness individuals
showcase various skills at taming
calves, bulls and horses.
The rodeo also offers residents
there, who are primarily Indigenous
People, the opportunity to showcase the
best of their food, craft and culture.
Region Nine’s Vice Chairman,
Bertie Xavier said that the return of the
rodeo has brought with it a “spirit of reunion and unity” within the region, one
that also indicates that economic activity in the region is slowly being revitalised.
It was President Ali, in brief remarks, who spoke about the region’s
economic development and touted the
possibility of expanding it into one of
the Caribbean’s premier tourism events.
“(The rodeo) can stand side-byside with the best of cricket and the
best of racing in the region,” President
Ali declared at the Lethem rodeo
ground on Saturday.
What is needed, the President said,

is a greater level of investment to expand the annual activity.
“Building a product like this requires investment, making Rupununi
and rodeo a staple product requires investment,” the President said emphatically.
Already, he said that the government is investing in the necessary infrastructural works such as paving the
Linden to Mabura road, and later, the
Mabura to Lethem link. The journey to
Lethem, via this Linden to Mabura
road, currently takes more than 12
hours but parts of the road are worn
down.
Adding to the President’s remarks
was the Minister of Tourism, Industry
and Commerce Oneidge Walrond, who
said that the return of the rodeo saw a
greater demand for accommodation
that existing hotels and guesthouses
could not have accommodated.
As such, she called on investors to
invest in more accommodation spaces
in the region, particularly amid efforts
to boost the marketing of the Rupununi
Rodeo across the Caribbean and even
internationally.
Aside from expanding the marketing, Minister Walrond also said that the
government has been investing in training more Indigenous People in the region in hospitality skills to prepare
them for the forthcoming uptake in
tourism activity in the region.
Meanwhile, President Ali also donated $1 million to the Rupununi
Rodeo committee and promised continuous support in cash and kind on an annual basis.
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Hinterland communities get vehicles
President Dr Irfaan Ali handed over
more than two dozen vehicles to over 20
communities in the Rupununi during his
visit to Region Nine (Upper TakutuUpper Essequibo) as part of his Government’s aggressive push to enhance the
lives of people living in the hinterland.
Among the vehicles distributed for
community development were tractors
with trailers, canters, buses and ATVs. A
pickup and a backhoe were also handed
over.
The communities of Karaudanawa,
Aishalton, Awaruwaunau, Sawariwau,
Kwaimatta, Yakarinta, Toka, Woweta,
Massara, Crash Water, and Kumu received buses;. In contrast, Shea, Kattur,
Semonie and Koksheabi received ATVs
and Parishara, Hiawa and Quarrie received tractors.
Katoka and Nappi received canters,
while St Ignatius received a backhoe and
Massara a pickup.

Flying High
for Easter
GUYANESE, on Monday, turned out in the thousands to mark the return of traditional Easter celebrations, which were put on pause due to the COVID-19
pandemic. Families from all walks of life spent the
day picnicking in the parks, and on beaches and community centre grounds. And, of course, the kites of the
children dotted the sunny skies. Above,Attorney General Anil Nandall is seen distributing kites to children,
while at right, the young ones do their best to get them
in the air.
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Work starts on new Sheraton
Four Points hotel
JUST under a week after the new
four-lane Mandela-Eccles Road was
opened to the public, preparatory works
have commenced for the laying of the
foundation for the 150-room Four Points
by Sheraton–Marriott hotel.
Following the land clearing stages
of the project, which is currently ongoing
at the Houston site just off the new fourlane highway, the foundation for the multimillion-dollar facility will be laid,
paving the way for further development.
The company undertaking this project, Caribbean Green Building Inc., envisages increased economic activities
and opportunities with the new four-lane
road.
The local company, in its project
scope, had related: “We are going to introduce elevated amenities like the Bistro
Bar (a fast, casual restaurant) and collaborative lobby spaces; a sophisticated yet
comfortable environment with an enduring, classic sensibility.”
According to the project scope, the
developer also plans to offer an arrival
experience which includes an optional
porte cochère – a covered entrance which
is large enough for vehicles to pass
through– and enhanced lighting.
Aside from a unique entrance, the
main attractions include modern rooms
which feature wide, comfortable sleeper
sofas and framed headboard, a luggage
drop, hospitality cabinet and outlets
where most needed.
Additionally, there will be integrated walk-in showers, 55-inch flat-

Artist’s concept of the new Four Points Hotel by Sheraton

panel televisions and in-room refrigerators.
When outside of their rooms, guests
will be able to relax in the lobby, which
would be focused on an elevated evening
experience with special seating options
to work or relax.
An extension of the lobby, the
Bistro Terrace, will feature a community
fire pit and upgraded outdoor seating
area.
“The Bistro provides guests with
day and night dining options through
fresh, seasonal menu items for breakfast

and dinner, coffee, and premium wine,
beer and cocktails,” the company said.
Apart from those features, there are
also plans to establish spacious meeting
spaces and a convention centre, to meet
market demands. There are also plans to
have 1,000 square feet of space for cardio, stretching and strength activities;
this would be supplemented by an outdoor pool and tennis court.
Within a month of the government
being in office, Expressions of Interest
were sent out for internationally branded
hotels to be built in the country.

Since then, there have already been
sod-turning exercises for a number of
new hotels, with two having taken place
close to the Cheddi Jagan International
Airport (CJIA). The aim, according to
local authorities, is to have at least 2,000
hotel rooms available for visitors and to
accompany the anticipated growth in the
local economy.
President, Dr. Irfaan Ali, had said
that moving forward and embracing this
potential growth and development would
require transition, not just physically, but
also in the way people act, think, celebrate Guyana and conduct business.
“We have to transition to create the
transformation we want. It is not only
physical, it is the human transformation,
the way of thinking, acting, celebration
of country, the way we do business and
organisational culture. It has to be incorporated into every aspect of our lives and
every level of service has to be transformed. It should be something to take us
to optimisation,” President Ali said in a
previous report.
Guyana, with its new-found oil
wealth and thriving productive sectors, is
on the cusp of economic transformation
and has already received the title of “investment capital” of the region and possibly the world.
Positioning ahead of this economic
ascension is essential, since it is only
through this that businesses and individuals would be able to capitalise on the
opportunities which would accrue to
Guyana.

Zimbabwe, Phillipines on Guyana’s radar
PRESIDENT Dr. Irfaan Ali is of
the view that partnerships with “likeminded countries” and institutions are
key to achieving the sustainable development goals of eradicating poverty,
ending hunger, achieving food security,
improving nutrition and promoting sustainable agriculture.
The Head of State made the foregoing observation about fostering closer
ties with both the Republic of the
Philippines and the Republic of Zimbabwe while accrediting their High
Commissioners to Guyana on Tuesday.
President Ali accepted the Letters
of Credence from His Excellency Mario
Chan as the Non-Resident Ambassador
Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary of the
Republic of the Philippines to Guyana,
and the Letters of Commission from His
Excellency Ignatius Graham Mudzimba
as Non-Resident Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary of the Republic of Zimbabwe to Guyana.
He spoke about the potential of cooperation in agriculture and its importance to the countries at reference.

“My government is working towards expanding and diversifying all
sectors of the economy, with special
emphasis on agriculture… Agriculture
is an important sector in your country’s
economy; it is a driver of growth and
development, and a significant employer. Guyana is keen to explore opportunities for cooperation in this area,”
President Ali told Ambassador Chan.
The President also spoke about the
importance of agriculture and food production with Ambassador Mudzimba,
saying: “My government has placed a
great emphasis on the transformation of
our agriculture sector with a focus on
diversification of food production, coupled with a focus on soil care. I believe
that these are areas where Guyana and
Zimbabwe can find synergies for shared
technologies.”
President Ali also told the Zimbabwean Ambassador that there is great
scope for the two countries to “construct a practical framework to enhance
bilateral cooperation in those areas
where we could benefit from mutual ex-

pertise to aid in the development of particular sectors of our economies.”
Along with agriculture, the President said there is also potential for cooperation between Guyana and
Zimbabwe in the education and tourism
sectors.
“I also would like to encourage
visits from Zimbabwean companies to
explore joint ventures and investments
in Guyana. We also stand ready to enhance our collaboration with Zimbabwe
at the multilateral level to advance the
interests of our two countries and regions on issues high on the international
agenda, particularly those relating to
climate change,” President Ali said.
During his statement to Ambassador Chan, he also spoke about climate
change and its devastating effect on the
people of the Philippines.
“We will continue to impress on
the necessity for support by the international community in helping small
states to monitor, prevent and manage
climate and disaster risks.”
Meanwhile, the President lauded

the Philippines for its “steadfast efforts”
in reducing COVID-19 through vaccination.
He commended the country’s drive
for its contribution to the COVAX Advance Market commitment through
GAVI, the vaccine alliance which
serves as a platform for providing equitable access to COVID-19 vaccines.
He also noted that in an effort to
increase people-to-people contact, the
Government of Guyana will examine
the proposal for the conclusion of a partial visa waiver agreement for travel between Guyana and the Philippines.
According to Ambassador Chan,
the Philippines is interested in further
expanding cooperation in the fields of
hydropower, technology and the sugar
industry.
President Ali was joined by the
Minister of Foreign Affairs and International Cooperation Hugh Todd, and Permanent Secretary in the Ministry
Elisabeth Harper for both accreditation
ceremonies.
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Finance Minister calls for
‘cultural change’ at NIS
Finance Minister, Dr Ashni Singh
has called for a cultural change at the
National Insurance Scheme (NIS),
which will allow the organisation to operate in a completely new mode.
He said Government was fully
cognisant of the effort the insurance
company has been making in serving
the nation. He stressed, however, that
the same energy needed to be redoubled
and become visible.
The Finance Minister, a Department of Public Information (DPI) report
stated, was at the time speaking at the
Trainee Inspectors and Nurse/Sick Visitors graduation ceremony on Thursday,
at the NIS Sports Club Ground, Carifesta Avenue.
“Everybody has to reinvent themselves in this period of rapid change,
and the NIS that reinvents itself is more
relevant to institutions like the NIS, like
anywhere else. You are a public institution, you serve the people of Guyana,
you have the responsibility and obligation to provide the best of quality of
service,” Dr Singh added.
He emphasised that the new cohort
of trainee inspectors and nurse/sick visitors must play an integral part in the
transformation and reinvention of the
Scheme, noting that they were now ambassadors of the Government.
“I want you to take this responsibility very seriously, not only from the
standpoint of dealing with pensioners
and claimants with compassion, but
dealing with employers in a diligent and
professional manner,” the Finance Min-

The NIS head office in Georgetown

ister was quoted by DPI as saying.
Dr Singh said the agency needed to
make sure every contributor received a
statement of contribution annually,
while noting that the contributors themselves have a responsibility to inquire
and uplift their documents.
Further, the Minister pointed out
that the Administration has zero tolerance for employees in any sector who

treat citizens with disrespect, contempt,
or lack of concern.
Guyana is rapidly becoming a nation of massive transformation; however, those changes are not confined to
physical development.
“New economic sectors are emerging, new infrastructure is being built out
at an unprecedented pace, new services
are being demanded and are being pro-

vided,” Minister Singh relayed.
He said it was unfair for Guyanese
to boast about the revolution of the
State, but have institutions still operating like they were “in the Stone Age or
the Ice Age”. Every institution within
the private and public sector is required
to change with the same pace.

Farmers’ Markets keeping food prices down
Government initiatives such as the
farmers’ market and other interventions
which have been rolled out over the past
few months are having a marked effect
on food prices, which had ballooned in
recent times.
This is according to Agriculture
Minister Zulfikar Mustapha in an interview with Guyana Times. He explained
that reductions in the prices of various
commodities on the market can be traced
back to these interventions, which have
both boosted production and made it easier for farmers to get their produce sold.
“What we have seen is that, over
time, we’ve seen the prices for fruits and
vegetables have started to decrease. One
factor was the farmers’ market. Another
factor was the ramping up of production
over the last few months since the floods.
We have distributed a number of seeds,
different varieties of seeds and plants.
Now we are seeing the effects. We are
getting more production, and the prices
for these products has dropped drastically,” the Minister has said.
“What we have also done is that

some of the farmers have built capacity,
where they themselves are coming out to
get market for their produce. Because
these farmers’ markets have been able to
develop linkages with the farmers and
other market vendors…now they are
coming out selling by themselves, rather
than selling to the middlemen.”
According to Mustapha, the impacts
of his Ministry’s policies include increased markets for farmers’ produce,
lower costs for consumers, and more
production coming on stream. Mustapha
has vowed that the MoA would continue
to hold these farmers’ markets, with the
next one scheduled for April 24 in
Leonora (Region Three).
“I’m hoping that we can go to Region Two shortly, and Region Ten. At the
end of that, I am hoping that each region
will have at least once monthly, a farmers’ market. Some might have it more,
because people are calling for it on a regular basis,” he explained.
“We’re looking at capacity. There
are a number of farmers who now, as I
said, are increasing production, and they

want these farmers’ markets to be regular. And also, consumers have been asking for, agitating for, more of these
markets
countrywide,”
Minister
Mustapha has said.
Food prices have, in recent times,
been steadily rising due to the rapid increase in oil prices on the world market,
the ongoing war between Russia and
Ukraine, as well as the COVID-19 pandemic.
The Government’s farmers’ market
initiatives have generally been well received.
In March of this year, hundreds of
shoppers had turned out to the farmers’
market at Albion in Region Six (East
Berbice-Corentyne). That farmers’ market was dubbed a huge success, and
many consumers had utilised the opportunity to capitalise on the reduced prices.
Most of the vegetables offered at
these farmers’ marketa are being sold
cheaper than market prices in the region.
A comparative analysis had shown that
at one market in the region, ochro was
being retailed at $160 per pound, while

at the farmers’ market, it was $100 per
pound. At that same market, ten strings
of bora were being sold for $100, while,
at the farmers’ market, about 50 were
being sold for $200.
Eggplants were, meanwhile, being
retailed at three and four for $100, compared with three for $200 at another market in the region on Friday. Tomatoes
were $100 per pound at the farmers’ market, but the price was doubled elsewhere
in the region. Plantains, which were
being retailed on Friday $260 per pound,
were being sold for between $160 and
$180 per pound, and on the bunch it was
$100 per pound at Albion.
The first of the Government-sponsored Farmers’ Market Day initiatives
was held in February at the Lusignan
Market tarmac, during which prices were
reduced between 50 per cent and 25 per
cent. Among the items sold at the Lusignan tarmac were plantains, cassava,
sweet potatoes, and meats like beef,
pork, chicken and duck. There was also
porridge mix, plantain and banana flour,
and an array of fruits and vegetables.
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LEISURE INN SUITES APARTMENTS
Looking for somewhere to stay in Guyana? We have the best accommodations and service. Available for long and short term
rentals, all units furnished and equipped for self catering

17 Delph street, Campbellville Georgetown, Guyana,
South America. Tel: 592- 226- 8990
LeisureInn@yahoo.com

Come savor a savory meal at
Charley's Caribbean Cuisine

CHARLEY’S
CARIBBEAN
CUISINE
For all your catering
needs

Not sure how much food you need? We’ll help
you suggest the right amount of food to minimize your cost.
Pork free halal foods. Catering for Hindu releigious events, as well as all Caribbean events.

1158 Morningside Ave, Scarborough
(at Morningside)

(416) 282-8608
Fabulous authentic Guyanese food. We can't make
this for these prices. (Grandma is from Berbice
Guyana and knows country Guyanese food - even
she will eat it!) Try the dhal puri and okra / shrimp.
Actual Review from Yellow Pages

PARTY TRAYS AVAILABLE!
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1,200 new hotel rooms to be
available soon in Guyana
IN keeping with the planned expansion of Guyana’s tourism and hospitality sector, the construction of eight
additional hotels is expected to begin
this year.
This is according to the Chief Executive Officer (CEO) of Guyana Office for Investment (Go-Invest), Dr.
Peter Ramsaroop, who, in a release,
said that since 2021, Go-Invest has either completed investment agreements
or is finalising agreements with several
hotel chain developers.
He said: “Since 2021, we are finalising investment agreements with major
international brands: Courtyard Marriott, Four Points, Hyatt Place, AC
Marriott and Pasha Global to total over
1,200 rooms currently on stream to
meet the 2,000-room demand by 2025.”
Among the list of hotels set to start
construction are Pasha Global, Hyatt
Palace, AC Marriott, Marriott Courtyard, Four Points (under Marriott), Best
Western, Kings Hotel and Herdmanston
Lodge.
Those hotels, he said, have been
approved by the brand and authorised
to begin construction this year.
To this end, Dr. Ramsaroop added
that the development of the hospitality
sector in Guyana would benefit the
country in many ways including
through employment with the creation
of thousands of new jobs for locals
both during and after construction.
Additionally, he said that the hotel
projects will also benefit local businesses and suppliers during its construction phase. “Once in operation,
there will be a significant demand from
key sectors such as agriculture and livestock, where hotels will need to supply
fresh meat and produce for customers,”
the CEO said.
It is for this reason that local farmers are being urged to position themselves to benefit from the increased
demand for food.
Meanwhile, he said that as it relates to infrastructure, Guyana will
have accommodations of high standard
available for visitors.
Additionally, Dr. Ramsaroop said
that the local construction companies
and skilled workers will gain insight
and exposure from these investments.
Added to this, Go-Invest is currently in negotiations with large hotel
chain developers for additional luxury
accommodations.

Artist’s impression of the new Courtyard Marriott. Inset, GoInvest’s Peter Ramsaroop
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Merle Oberon was born in Bombay, and was first Indian to be nominated for an Oscar

India's forgotten Hollywood
star subject of new book
Merle Oberon, a Hollywood star of the black
and white era, is a forgotten icon in India, the country of her birth.
Best-known for playing the lead in the classic
Wuthering Heights, Oberon was an Anglo-Indian
born in Bombay in 1911. But as a star in Hollywood's Golden Age, she kept her background a secret - passing herself off as white - throughout her
life.
Mayukh Sen, a US-based writer and academic, first stumbled across her name in 2009
when he found out that Oberon was the first actor
of South Asian origin to be nominated for an Oscar.
His fascination grew as he saw her films and
dug deeper into her past. "As a queer person, I empathise with this feeling that you must hide a part
of your identity to survive in a hostile society that
isn't really ready to accept who you are," he says.
Sen is now working on a biography to tell Oberon's
story from a South Asian perspective.

Oberon's first big break came from Sir
Alexander Korda - a filmmaker she would later
marry - who cast her as Anne Boleyn in The Private
Life of Henry VIII (1933).
Publicists for Korda reportedly had to invent
a background story to explain her race.
"Tasmania was chosen as her new birthplace
because it was so far from the US and Europe and
was generally considered to be 'British' to its core,"
Marée Delofski, director of The Trouble with
Merle, wrote in her notes on the documentary.
Oberon was passed off as an upper-class girl
from Hobart who moved to India after her father
died in a hunting accident, Delofski said.
Oberon, however, soon became an intrinsic
part of local lore in Tasmania and, for the rest of
her career, Australian media followed her closely
with pride and curiosity. She even acknowledged
Tasmania as her hometown but rarely mentioned
Calcutta.

COME FLY WITH US!
The Caribbean is open for
visitors. Get the best air
fares now from
EQUALITY TRAVEL
416-759-2359
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Guyana commissions new high
tech, $2.6B Mandela Highwway
Guyana President, Mohamed Irfaan
Ali on Thursday evening commissioned
the newly constructed $2.664B Mandela
to Eccles four-lane highway equipped
with a security feature that can track errant and reckless road users.
The highway includes a roundabout, and was a project carried out by
the Central Housing and Planning Authority (CH&PA), an agency that falls
under the preview of the Ministry of
Housing and Water.
Speaking at the commissioning ceremony last evening, Chief Executive Officer (CEO) of CH&PA, Sherwyn
Greaves said, works on the highway
began April 15, 2021 and was completed, on April 13, 2022. It took eight
contractors-local and international- to
complete the highway that spans approximately 2.84 Kilometers. Some of the
contractors involved with the project included, Pooran Brothers, Aranco Limited,
Junior
Sammy
Guyana
Incorporated, M. Balgobin and Sons
Contracting services Limited and KSM
Investment.
“The main highway is a jointed
concrete structure on white sand base,
the roundabout is an asphaltic concrete
pavement and this highway is designed
for high volume traffic”, stated Greaves.
It is also equipped with parking
lanes, sidewalks, 12 reinforced concrete
composite bridges, three reinforced concrete culverts and 214 solar power street
lamps.
Apart from the infrastructural
works that were done on the multibillion
dollar roadway, it is also equipped with
a security feature that can track errant
road users.
According to President Ali, that
new security feature will be turned on in
three weeks’ time.
“This highway will carry a new feature in three weeks, the full security feature on this highway will be turned on”,
said the president.
“This feature” continued Ali, “will
track vehicle speed and record vehicle
speed and transmit your speed electronically to the Guyana Police Force and the
Guyana Revenue Authority”.
Ali said the feature will also be able
to identify number plates and the image
of drivers and their front seat passengers- even on dark rainy nights- and
transmit that information electronically

The new highway will be equipped with security feature to identify and track errant road users

to the relevant authorities.
If motorists are found breaking the
traffic rules, such as driving above the
speed limit, then the information will be
used to prosecute them.
The speed limit for the new highway was given as 30Kmph at the roundabout, 50Kmph in residential areas and
80Kmph in open spaces.
The President also hinted that his
government is planning to make some
adjustments to the country laws to implement a demerit system for drivers.
Each time a driver breaks the law it will
be noted down and can eventually lead

to them losing their licence.
He even spoke of an initiative to
mail tickets to the home of motorists,
who break the rules, and should they fail
to pay them, then their road service licence will not be renewed the following
year.
Meanwhile, minister of the Housing Ministry, Collin Croal reminded the
audience in attendance of the commissioning ceremony that one of the main
reasons behind the billion dollar investment is to reduce traffic congestion
along the East bank corridor by providing alternative routes from Georgetown.

He also boasted that one of the spin
off benefits from the investment is the
significant increase of land value along
the new four-lane highway.
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Aubrey Norton ﬁnally elected as
Leader of the Guyana Opposition
People’s National Congress Reform
(PNCR) stalwart, Aubrey Compton Norton was on Wednesday elected Leader of
the Opposition (LOO) several months
after he won the headship of his party,
which gave him a mandate to take up the
post previously held by Joseph Harmon.
He was sworn in as a Member of
Parliament first, before being elected the
LOO during a meeting of the members
of the opposition. Norton’s election has
come 77 days after Harmon, tendered his
resignation with immediate effect, late
January.
After being appointed, Norton was
also unopposed for the post of Opposition Leader and was bestowed with the
position.
Also appointed to the National Assembly yesterday was People’s National
Congress Reform (PNCR) member, Ms.
Volda Lawrence, who is replacing former Education Minister, Dr. Nicolette
Henry.
Henry submitted her resignation to
the National Assembly on February 2,
during the 2022 Budget Debates. Her
resignation was intended to pave way for
the incoming Opposition Leader, but
Harmon too decided to part ways from
the National Assembly, signaling his in-

tent to resign on March 5, with effect
from March 15.
At the commencement of yesterday’s sitting, Speaker Manzoor Nadir
announced, “As Dr. Henry’s name was
extracted from A Partnership for National Unity plus the Alliance For
Change List of Candidates, I have in accordance with Section 99 (a) of the said
Act called upon the Representative of
the said List to further extract from that
List, the name of a person who is willing
to become a Member of the National Assembly to fill that vacancy in the Assembly…I have been informed that Mr.
Aubrey Norton has been extracted from
the List and that Mr. Aubrey Norton was
on 6th April 2022, declared by the
Guyana Elections Commission to be an
elected member of the National Assembly.”
While being sworn in as a Member
of Parliament (MP) by the Clerk of the
National Assembly, Mr. Sherlock Isaacs,
Norton said, “I Aubrey Norton do hereby
solemnly declare that I will bear true
faith and allegiance to the people of
Guyana. That I will faithfully execute
the office of Member of the National Assembly, without fear or favour, affection
or ill will and in the execution of func-

Aubrey Norton takes the oath of office

tions of that office I will honour, uphold
and preserve the Constitution of the Cooperative Republic of Guyana.”
Ms. Lawrence, who formerly
served as Minister of Public Health and
Chairperson of the Party, also took the
oath and was appointed as an MP. She
was declared by the Guyana Elections
Commission (GECOM) on April 6, to
take up a seat in the National Assembly.
When the second session of the Sitting resumed, Nadir announced that dur-

ing the break, an election was held
where Norton was elected to serve as the
Leader of the Opposition. After congratulating the new Opposition Leader on
his election to the office, Nadir allowed
Norton to give brief remarks during
which he said he was pleased as his election was unopposed by any member.
Further, he pledged to carry out his functions in keeping with the Constitution of
Guyana.

CRIME & COURTS

Trade Unionist appeals 2 life sentences for rape
Trade unionist, Micah William is
appealing his rape conviction and subsequent life sentences before the
Guyana Court of Appeal. The appeal
comes three years after Williams was
found guilty and sentenced for the rape
and sodomy of an eight-year-old girl.
The trade unionist is being represented by attorneys-at-law, Nigel
Hughes and Ronald J. Daniels. The
lawyers are arguing that the High Court
erred in putting the evidence upon
which Williams was convicted before
the jury.
More specifically, Daniels contended that the trial judge did not fairly
put his client’s defence to the jury.
Daniels has argued that his client
was not the one who had abused the
girl, that two persons had “guided” the
complainant to implicate his client, to
cover up for a 14-year-old boy who had
actually committed the act.
The Court of Appeal has concluded hearing arguments into the case
and reserved a date to hand down its

decision.
Back in 2018, Williams was found
guilty of two counts of sexual penetration of the eight year old girl by a 12member mixed jury following their
deliberations.
The indictment is that between
January 1 and January 31, 2016, he engaged in sexual penetration with an
eight-year-old girl. Then again on January 6, 2017, he engaged in sexual penetration with the same eight-year-old
girl.
Williams is the founder and General-Secretary of the Guyana Natural
Resources, Clerical and General Workers Union (GNRC&GWU). Back then,
the jurors after deliberating for almost
two hours returned with unanimous
guilty verdicts in respect to both counts
of the offence.
For his actions, Justice Jo Ann
Barlow had sentenced Williams to
serve life sentences on both counts, respectively. The two life sentences were
to run concurrently and the convict

rors.

Micah Williams

only becomes eligible for parole after
serving 20 years behind bars.
Kaieteur News understands that
Williams who hails from Linden engaged in vaginal and anal sex with the
young girl. The convicted rapist
showed no remorse at all after being
found guilty by his peers. In fact, he
maintained his innocence.
He told the court, “This is the most
terrifying day of my life. I know to my
heart that I did not commit such an act.”
He further went on to express his dissatisfaction with the decision of the ju-

Justice Barlow nonetheless told
Williams that there is no justification
for his actions. The judge reminded him
that in his capacity as a Trade Unionist,
he advocated for the rights of people
but violated the trust that the little girl
had for him.
The trial judge told Williams, “I
don’t find I could be lenient with you.
You cannot claim ignorance of sexual
abuse and its consequences.”
Reminding Williams that he testified to participating in campaigns
against sexual abuse, Justice Barlow
stressed that the emotional scars of such
acts will have an effect on the young
rape survivor.
During a plea in mitigation,
Williams’ lawyer said that he is the sole
breadwinner for his family and has always been an active member in the
community. The lawyer asked the judge
to take into consideration that this was
the first time his client has been
charged with an offence of such nature.
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JA conglomerate Grace Kennedy
invests in data analytics ﬁrm
JAMAICAN
conglomerate
GraceKennedy announced last week that
it has made a private equity investment
in a full-service research and data intelligence consultancy called Bluedot.
In
a
regulatory
filing,
GraceKennedy said Bluedot was
founded by entrepreneur and information technologist, Larren Peart in 2016.
The company uses data collection and
analytics to inform business insights and
decision-making,
according
to
GraceKennedy notice.
“The
agreement
will
see
GraceKennedy and Peart incorporating
a new data research and analytics company, which will trade under the Bluedot
brand,” according to the notice.
Loop
Jamaica
quoted
GraceKennedy’s group CEO, Don
Wehby, as saying: “Our private equity
investment in Bluedot will lay the foundation for it to become the Caribbean’s
leading strategic insights consultancy.”
Wehby also told Loop Jamaica:
“Data is one of the most valuable resources of our modern digital age. We
have all witnessed the way that the
Covid-19 has accelerated digitalisation
around the world, resulting in business
become increasingly data driven.
“We consider this a prime area for
investment. Larren and Bluedot are well
placed in the market and they have established a sold track record and reputation for delivering services that meet the
needs of the modern business.”
On Sunday, the Financial Gleaner
reported that the private equity investment gives GraceKennedy a majority
stake in the research company.
Peart told the publication that the

Group CEO of GraceKennedy, Don Wehby, left, and founder and managing director of Bluedot, Larren Peart

investment by GraceKennedy gives
Bluedot enough cash to execute on its
long-time plan of extending its service
offerings to markets like Guyana, Barbados, and The Bahamas, while boosting business in Trinidad & Tobago.
He expects to have a mix of virtual
and brick and mortar offices set up in
Guyana, Barbados, and the Bahamas
within the next three months, Peart told

the Financial Gleaner.
“We already have employees in
Trinidad & Tobago, so next, we will be
looking at Barbados. Trinidad has a huge
fast-moving consumer-goods market,
and there is quite a bit of attention on
Guyana now because of its oil,” he said.
GraceKennedy will not be involved
in the day-to-day operation of the firm
but will guide the business through

board memberships. Peart will remain as
managing director.
“This is a strategic partnership not
just for both companies. For Bluedot, we
will be leaning on GK’s corporate governance but will better position us for
our upcoming IPO. I’ve also spoken a
lot about expanding to the other parts of
the Caribbean, and now that process is
at a very advanced stage,” Peart said.

BSJ clamps down on substandard goods in JA
The Government of Jamaica, through the Ministry of Industry, Commerce, Agriculture and Fisheries, aims to protect consumers from an influx of
substandard goods in the marketplace through the Bureau of Standards Jamaica (BSJ).
The National Compliance Regulatory Authority
(NCRA) is the enforcement arm for standards issued
by the BSJ and also enforces service standards relating
to consumers.
From the last published report from this agency,
compliance activities, which give a good picture of its
work, includes examination and enforcement activities
covering testing and verifying weighing and measuring devices and seizing of substandard products.
In this last report, 4,416 petrol nozzles were inspected and tested for compliance. 14 devices were
calibrated . This represented 100 per cent inspection
and sampling of petroleum imports.
The NCRA inspected 1,673 packages of prepackaged goods sampled and verified for the weights of
the products while 120 brands of tissues submitted for
microbiological analysis.
In the report, 34 per cent of block factories reg-

istered (as at February 2018) compared to 25 per cent
(as at April 1, 2017). Inspections & compliance 3,270
inspections were conducted at prepackaged food processing establishments. 1,345 products (3,874 units)
sampled prepackaged food processing establishments
and submitted for testing at various laboratories.
The NCRA also carried out 5,543 inspections
conducted at the ports of entry and importers’ premises
and 3,087 inspections conducted at the domestic market (retail & wholesale outlets).
The agency sampled 333 products at the ports of
entry and importers’ premises and 112 products at the
domestic market (retail & wholesale outlets).
There were 328 hollow concrete blocks sampled
at the establishments of local manufacturers and 33
samples of cement were taken from the domestic market.
The NCRA said that 100 per cent of all local
packaged natural coconut water processors were inspected and sampled for testing. Additionally, 100 per
cent of all local packaged water processors were inspected and sampled for testing.
Meanwhile, the agency processed applications

for food processors and exporters.
Under enforcement actions, two 20ft containers
of rice were re-exported due to contamination with insect parts. Eleven sub-standard LPG freestanding
stoves and hotplates were denied entry in the marketplace to protect consumers.
The NCRA also reported that 800 extension
cords were destroyed due to failure to meet the required standards specification. Also, 7,834 flour
snacks imported as potato chips were destroyed. Additionally, 7,500 packages of fruit-flavoured drink (in
bag) were destroyed because of traceability concerns;
1,440 packages of purified water (in bag) destroyed
because of traceability concerns.
An estimated 80 per cent of global trade is affected by standards and technical regulations, but local
authorities remain alert in order to reduce consumer
abuse via importation of illicit goods that fall way
below international standards.
Periodically, Jamaican police have seized goods
from stores comprising illegal imports that were below
standard and with forged brand names.
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Protests expeted in T&T as gas
prices soar at the pumps
WILL the T&T transportation sector take their feet off the pedal to protest
increased fuel prices?
It’s left to be seen, but it’s certain
from Tuesday citizens will feel the pinch
with higher fuel prices.
Long lines at several gas stations
were observed Monday as motorists
filled up their tanks one last time with
the old fuel prices.
In Parliament on April 8, Finance
Minister Colm Imbert announced that
premium gasoline would increase by $1
per litre to $6.75; super by $1 from
$4.97 per litre to $5.97; diesel by 50
cents to $3.91 per litre; while the price
of kerosene moves up to $3.50.
Various sectors have called for the
Government to reverse its decision.
In defending the Government’s decision, Imbert said last week in a Twitter
post, “Increases in the price of gas are
never easy to absorb, but it is important
to note that the price of gas in T&T is
the second lowest out of 13 Caribbean
countries in 2022.”
President of the Trinidad and Tobago Haulers Association Curtis Seepersad, speaking at the National
Transportation Association news conference in Port of Spain yesterday, said
they have absorbed three fuel price increases before and this fourth hike is too
much to bear, especially with the cost of
food prices increasing.
“We really cannot go further with

this fourth fuel price increase. No consultation has happened and I would say
it is extremely dangerous in how they
are going about these things. This will
cause our members to park up their
trucks, as this is a burden we cannot
bear. The formula to this solution is
wrong,” Seepersad lamented.
The newly formed National Transportation Association (NTA) is an umbrella body under which transportation
services provided by maxi-taxis, taxis,
trucks and all transportation professionals have united to tackle the Government on its move to increase gas prices.
Progressive Empowerment Party’s
(PEP) Phillip Alexander, who is supporting the NTA on this issue, told the
news conference letters were delivered
to Prime Minister Dr Keith Rowley, Finance Minister Colm Imbert and Transport Minister Rohan Sinanan last week
calling for a deferral in the move and
consultation, but the association is yet to
receive any feedback on it.
Alexander warned that if the NTA’s
calls were not met in a timely manner,
there would be consequences.
While he did not call for the associations to strike, he said every association was free to do what they thought
was necessary for today, to draw attention to the “unjust fuel hike”.
Trinidad and Tobago Drivers Network president Adrian Acosta called for
taxi, maxi, truck drivers and citizens to

Phillip Alexander

stay off the roads today in order to send
a message to the Government that the
price hike is not being taken lightly.
When asked if he expected citizens
to heed the call today, Acosta told the
Express yesterday that it is high time
people stand up for the rights and stop
grumbling to one another.
“I called for everyone to send a
message, but I do not know how many

will respond. I cannot say how many
taxi drivers and maxi drivers will heed
the call, as you know some will participate and others will go on the road and
work. I just hope those same people who
are not going to take part do not complain about having to dig deeper.
“We have now come out of a period where we were under a lot of strain
for over two years and a half. We suffered because of this pandemic and we
believe now that the Government is
looking to reduce the fuel subsidy even
further down, that is going to affect us
more,” he said.
Pointing out that some members
had to give up their vehicles because
they simply could not make their
monthly loan instalments when the Government implemented the 50 per cent
capacity, Acosta said, “For two years
now we’ve been suffering at the hands
of this Government because of the
measures that they’ve been putting in
place for taxi drivers.”
He stated that the Network has
voiced that if the Government took the
opportunity to further reduce the fuel
subsidy, it would have been met with
some kind of action from the taxi drivers.
“We will see what kind of response
we get and if the Government heeds our
calls to reverse their decision. If that is
not done, then a next course of action
will be announced,” Acosta added.

CSO: Food prices in T&T jump 8.63 percent
ON THE day before fuel prices
are due to increase in Trinidad and Tobago, the Central Statistical Office
(CSO), the official Government source
for statistics, reported that the prices of
food and non-alcoholic beverages increased by 8.63 per cent between February 2021 and February 2022.
The category, food and non-alcoholic beverages jumped from 119.3
points in February 2021 to 129.6
points in February 2022.
The food and non-alcoholic beverage category, which is most important to a significant percentage of the
population, contributes 17.3 per cent to
the all-items index.
The all-items index, which measures all the contributors to price increases, increased by 4.18 per cent
between February 2021 and February
2022.
The category—housing, water,
electricity, gas and other fuels—was
6.67 per cent higher in February 2022
than a year earlier. That category is the

largest measured by the CSO, contributing 27.5 per cent to the all-items
index. In that category, homeownership increased by 8.27 per cent from
105.1 in February 2021 to 113.8.
Home ownership constitutes 19.3 per
cent of the all-items index.
Water, electricity, gas and other
fuels, as a sub category, showed no
movement between February 2021 and
February 2022. That category contributes 6 per cent to the all-items
index. The category transportation,
which contributes 14.7 per cent to the
all-items index, increased by 2.21 per
cent between February 2021 and February 2022.
With premium gasoline rising by
17.4 per cent to $6.75, super rising by
20.1 per cent to $5.97 and diesel by
14.66 per cent to $3.91 per litre, both
the transportation sub index and the
water, electricity, gas and other fuels
sub index are expected to be higher
when the CSO measures the April
2022 numbers.

Price of food soars

In its report, the CSO said: “The
all-items Index of Retail Prices calculated from the prices collected for the
month of February 2022 was 114.4,
representing an increase of 0.3 point or
0.3 per cet above the all-items index

for January 2022.
“The index for food and non-alcoholic beverages increased from 128.1
in January 2022 to 129.6 in February
2022, reflecting an increase of 1.2 per
cent. Contributing significantly to this
increase was the general upward
movement in the prices of whole
chickens—fresh; white flour; snacks—
fried, baked or roasted; parboiled rice;
carrots; Crix; other chilled or frozen
chicken; whole chickens—frozen; full
cream milk; and Milo.
“However, the full impact of
these price increases was offset by the
general decrease in the prices of tomatoes; pumpkin; hot peppers; chive;
powdered milk; full cream; potatoes;
celery; green (sweet) pepper; mixed
fresh seasoning and sweet potatoes.
“A further review of the data for
February 2022 compared with January
2022 reflected an increase in the subindices for alcoholic beverages and tobacco of 0.7 per cent and health of 0.1
per cent.
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228,000 students return to
in-person classes in T&T
Trinidad and Tobago Education
Minister Dr Nyan Gadsby-Dolly has offered best wishes to students, teachers
and school staff in the resumption of full
in-person classes Tuesday.
Some 228,000 students have returned to classes in 1,649 early childhood, primary and secondary schools,
with some being away since March 16,
2020 due to COVID-19 measures.
The minister thanked parents,
teachers and students for making the adjustments over the last two years, in a
Facebook post Monday night that lasted
four and a half minutes.
She cautioned though, that as students return to physical classrooms, it be
done with a constant reminder of the
safety measures that must continue to
battle the virus.
“I know that our parents and teachers will be constantly reminding students
how to be safe,” she said.
Meanwhile, the president of the
Concerned Parents Movement, Clarence
Mendoza, said the Ministry of Education
needs to be upfront with the population
about issues plaguing schools across the
country.
Speaking to reporters on Monday,
ahead of the reopening of physical
classes for all students, Mendoza said the
Movement was disgruntled and upset at
the silence from the Ministry.
He said with the Trinidad and Tobago Taxi Drivers Network planned
strike action today, students will have
difficulty getting to school.
“Even after tomorrow, the trans-

Clarence Mendoza: schools are not up to par

portation of our children, with gas and
diesel going up, those maxi drivers who
transport our children will be asking for
an increase. We know that everything
has gone up but what is the Ministry saying to the public in terms of transportation, school feeding, repairs to schools,
when schools are going to be completed,
say something...don’t just don’t say anything,” Mendoza said.
He said a number of schools started
under the People’s Partnership administration remain uncompleted and repairs
to many other schools were never done.
“The principals are complaining
that schools are not up to par, having
been locked down for the last two years
and they should have been ready for stu-

dents to come back out.”
He said parents and students from
several schools have been crying out to
the Ministry of Education for some kind
of assistance in readying schools for
children to be back out, but they were
being met with silence.
“We have a whole primary school
sitting in the Union Hall district of San
Fernando that is not even being completed, only the grass is being cut. And
to have a community with over 4,000
families and to know there is a primary
school that can accommodate all of these
students right there, they are not looking
at that? Why? Why do parents have to
bus their children way outside the community when there is a school there that

just needs windows, doors, and teachers
to operate? When will that be?” he
asked.
Mendoza said Education Minister,
Dr Nyan Gadsby-Dolly needs to “come
clean” with the public and say when her
Ministry will be tackling these issues.
Saying schools should have been
reopened in September, Mendoza said
school fights and indiscipline were also
worrying development.
“We also have concerns about the
influx of fighting amongst male and female students at our schools and we continue to ask the Ministry of Education
and Ministry of Health that this period
be used to reintegrate our children into
the school systems with mental health
conferences and so on because it shows
that something has happened out there
with our children during the lockdown.”
Mendoza said the Ministry needs to
hold a stakeholder consultation, with the
“real” stakeholders to discuss how the
education system could be improved.
“Call a stakeholder meeting with
the relevant stakeholders who can speak
about what is happening and not just
stakeholders who speak on behalf of the
government of Trinidad and Tobago. We
are tired of the Ministry calling stakeholders’ meetings but not getting the relevant information from the ground. The
Ministry needs to include everyone, you
cannot solve an issue by just dealing
with your friends and who you want, so
to speak, we are not living in that age
anymore and our students are not comfortable,” Mendoza said.

3 bodies found after ship reﬂoated
THE St Vincent-registered cargo
vessel MV Fair Chance has been refloated with the Trinidad police and
coast guard boarding it via a hole cut in
its deck on Easter Monday and finding
three bodies inside – 16 days after it first
overturned in rough seas.
A press release on Monday
evening, from the Coast Guard, said that
after the vessel capsized on April 2, with
two crew members being rescued, the
Coast Guard made efforts to tow it.
This was unsuccessful owing to its
size and weight. At the time, five of the
crew members were unaccounted for.
The vessel slowly drifted into
Venezuelan waters and after the Guardia
Nacional gave permission, the Coast
Guard and a commercial tug entered
sovereign waters of that country and
towed the vessel back into Trinidad waters. It arrived in Chaguaramas on April

The overturned MV Fair Chance, a St Vincent vessel which sank killing several sailors

5, but later sank to the seabed.
Efforts were made by the Coast
Guard and commercial divers to get into
the sunken vessel but this failed.
On April 7, while trying to remove
cargo and debris piece by piece, the
body of one person was found and retrieved from the vessel.
A commercial salvage company
was contracted to assist in cutting a hole

in the deck of the vessel to access its
contents. A hole was cut into the deck
but neither Coast Guard divers nor commercial divers could enter the boat.
The salvage company then refloated the vessel, an exercise which was
completed on Easter Sunday. On Monday, members of the Coast Guard accompanied by police officers, entered
the vessel and found three bodies which

were removed to the Forensic Science
Centre in St James.
The release said one person still remains unaccounted for and the Coast
Guard said searches for this individual
will continue at sea. Once proper identification is made, autopsies will be carried out in order to ascertain cause of
death.
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Hetmyer cameo in vain as
Royals come up short
Shimron Hetmyer’s cameo was
short of what was required as Rajasthan
Royals produced a botched run chase to
crash to a 37-run defeat to Gujarat Titans in the Indian Premier League, on
Monday.
In pursuit of a challenging 193 at
DY Patil Sports Academy, Royals got
54 from in-form Englishman Jos Buttler
while Hetmyer chimed in with a 17-ball
29, but the remainder of the batting
flopped, leaving the innings on 155 for
nine off 20 overs.
With the win, Titans took sole possession of the lead on eight points from
four wins in five matches, while Royals
slipped to third but as one of five teams
on six points.
Sent in, Titans were powered to
192 for four off their 20 overs by captain Hardik Pandya who belted an unbeaten 87 from 52 balls and Abhinav
Manohar who struck 43 from 28 deliveries.
With the innings tottering on 15 for
two in the third over, Pandya arrived to
rescue his side, lashing eight fours and
four sixes in putting on 38 for the third
wicket with Shubman Gill (13), 86 for
the fourth wicket with Manohar and a
further 53 in an unbroken fifth wicket
stand with South African David Miller,
whose unbeaten 31 came from 14 balls
and included five fours and a six.
In reply, Buttler gave the innings

Shimron Hetmyer scores 29 for Rajasthan Royals

the required flying start, pummeling
eight fours and three sixes but wickets
tumbled around him, leaving Royals on
90 for five in the 11th over.
Hetmyer entered at number six and
promised much, punching two fours and
a six in a 26-run sixth wicket stand with
Riyan Parag (18).
However, with the required run

rate climbing, he holed out to long on
off new ball seamer Mohammed Shami
in the 13th over.New Zealand speedster
Lockie Ferguson (3-23) and left-arm
seamer Yash Dayal (3-40), who bowled
the new ball, finished with three wickets
apiece.
On Wednesday, rookie West Indies
fast bowler Odean Smith kept Kieron

Pollard’s Mumbai Indians winless in
five games when he snatched a careerbest four for 30 to help his Punjab Kings
to a 12-run win at Maharashtra Cricket
Association Stadium in Pune.
Pollard’s struggles also continued,
the 34-year-old failing with ten and now
has only 57 runs for the season.

T&T to host 8 CPL games in ‘biggest party in sport
Eight Caribbean Premier League
matches will be played in Trinidad and
Tobago between September 12th and
18th.
Home team Trinbago Knight Riders
will play in four of these matches.
According to the Minister of Sport,
‘eager fans can expect a favourable
schedule since half of the matches will
be at 10 am.”
The following is a press release
from the Ministry of Sport:
August, 30th 2022 marks the start
of Hero Caribbean Premier League.
Trinidad & Tobago has been confirmed
as one of the host locations for this season’s CPL.
There will be eight matches played
in Trinidad during September 12 – 18,
with home team Trinbago Knight Riders
taking part in four of those games.
The Honourable Shamfa Cudjoe,
Minister of Sport and Community Development stated that “The Government
of the Republic of Trinidad and Tobago
is excited to partner with the Hero

Caribbean Premiere League, and welcomes back the biggest party in Sport to
the home of Carnival, as we host the
2022 edition of the Hero CPL.
This opportunity serves as an investment into positioning Trinidad & Tobago as a regional leader in sports
tourism especially in this redefined
sphere of sport events in the post pandemic era. Live spectators are an essential element of sport, so fans are
welcomed to return to the stands in support of their teams and favourite players.
In T&T we continue to champion
safe practices while having fun as all
COVID-19 protocols would be adhered
to during the games.”
Trinidad & Tobago was the host for
the Hero CPL in 2020 where the matches
were played behind closed doors as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic. With
restrictions now being relaxed in
Trinidad and Tobago, the unique energy
and excitement of cricket fans will come
alive at all the matches, bringing a return
to the fantastic atmosphere the tourna-

ment has missed over the previous two
seasons.
Eager fans can expect a favourable
schedule, half of the matches will be at
10am, offering great family entertainment with the Hero CPL planning to
work with local schools and sports clubs
to encourage young cricket fans and their

families to attend.
There will also be the traditional
evening games, where the Trinbago
Knightriders will play all their matches.
The Home team will be looking to
continue their excellent form when playing in front of their passionate fans.
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